
Course recognition process – step by step 

 

If you have done courses while enrolled in an other study programme or at an other University, you may 

have them recognized for EUS, substituting EUS courses, under certain preconditions. 

Firstly you have to check if the recognition is complying with the EUS Curriculum – for that purpose you 

need to contact Prof. Doris Wydra regarding the subjects/courses that you wish to have recognized. She 

will decide whether the recognition is possible.  

• Note: If you have done a Double-Degree Programme, you have received a list of recognizable 

courses and just have to check there, you do not have to ask Prof. Wydra. 

 

Having confirmed that the recognition is possible, you have to follow a procedure in Plusonline, 

following several steps: 

• log into Plusonline with your account. 

• select “Recognitions/Achievement supplements” 

 

 



• click “new recognition” on top of the page (right side)  

 

• When the new tab opens, select “Masterstudium EUS” in the field “Studies” and “General 

Recognition” in the field “Type of recognition”. Select the University from which you want your 

grades to be transferred (in case it is not on the list, write an email to Bettina Kalhamer: 

bettina.kalhamer@sbg.ac.at, beside your request, include your transcript of records in the 

email). Also fill in the date of recognition. (You may leave the rest blank.) At the end click save 

and close that tab. 

 

 

 

mailto:bettina.kalhamer@sbg.ac.at


• Now in the previous tab under “Recognitions” a column with the name “General recognition” 

will appear. Click the link “0/0/0” below “Positions” and open a “New Position” by clicking on 

the link. 

 
 

• When the new tab opens, click “Course(s) to be recognized: add”, to add the course you want to 

recognize. After you have filled all the necessary information, save and close the tab.  

 

 
 

• Then click “is/are recognized for PLUS course(s): add“ to match with the corresponding course 

from the EUS Curriculum by opening and checking the right module and course. (When 

searching for a specific subject you can also click on “General Search”.) 

 

https://online.uni-salzburg.at/plus_online/wbAnerkennungen.kurs?pStPersonNr=573590&pOrgNr=&pBeschnr=313582&cposnr=
https://online.uni-salzburg.at/plus_online/WBANRLVSEARCH.wbLVSearch?pBeschNr=313582&pOrgNr=&pCaller=2


 

  
 

• Do not forget to include ECTS and grades. If you are recognizing courses for a Double Degree, 

you have to convert the grades you got abroad into the Austrian system according to the 

conversion table you received.  

 

 

 



The Document will then look like this 

 
 

• After you have added all courses, you have to confirm and print the document and present/send 

it to Miriam Krög for checking. She will then forward it Prof. Doris Wydra in order for her to 

confirm it.  

 

 
 

 

• Lastly, the signed document will be sent to the legal department and after a short period of time 

you will receive an official document with all the recognized subjects (“Bescheid”).and a request 

to sign and return a confirmation document – do not forget to do that! 

 

 

 



Important info: 

 

• At the end of your studies programme you will have to fill in a “Prüfungspass”, listing all the 

courses you did to fulfil the Curriculum. You have to list all your recognized courses there (with 

the remark “recognition” in the coloumn “examiner”). 

• It is impossible to recognize courses for specific slots in the curriculum more than once. So if you 

already have recognized a subject for a certain course in your curriculum, you can not recognize 

another subject for the same course. 

• You can only receive ECTS for recognitions corresponding to the number of ECTS in the EUS 

Curriculum. That number might differ from the original ECTS the course had. So, like in the 

example below, the course Transdisciplinary Methodology has 6 ECTS. If you want to recognize a 

course (or courses) with more ECTS for this slot, it will still only be counted as 6 ECTS. (This is 

also true for recognizing courses with less ECTS.) 

• Sometimes, especially for the Double Degree-recognitions, one Curriculum slot is filled by more 

than one course. In that case you have to list them as the same position, like this: 

 

 

 

Extra info for Double Degree-students: you do not have to have all the classes recognized, which are 

listed in the course-table you received (and in the learning agreement). You can choose which ones you 

would like to recognize. However, make sure to recognize enough ECTS to comply with the statutes of 

Erasmus! 

 

If you are facing troubles following this guide, please contact Miriam Krög. 

 

 

(some info concerning recognitions can  also be found on the website of the KGW Prüfungsreferat: 

https://www.plus.ac.at/kultur-u-gesellschaftsw-fakultaet/studium-mehr/) 

https://www.plus.ac.at/kultur-u-gesellschaftsw-fakultaet/studium-mehr/

